Helping learners and leaders know how to dream up their own jobs, vocations, communities and futures

Ready for our next level…

THE STORY:

PROBLEM > If we could orbit Earth and experience the 'overview effect' right now, we'd would
see a planet undergoing massive transition across technology, work, and society. 30-70% of jobs
are set to be impacted by automation by 2030, but not enough organisations are thinking big
picture enough to plan for this future.
SOLUTION > Jonathan Nalder founded FutureWe in 2016 to turn this around. It began with the
Future-U Community, and in 2018 has expanded as FutureWe.org to deliver 4 key missions that
think beyond so we can:
VISION > “Help learners and leaders know how to dream up their own jobs, vocations,
communities and futures, together”.

“Help learners and leaders know how to dream up their own jobs, communities and futures, together”

SOLUTION:
4 MISSIONS:
FRAMEWORK > Founder Jonathan Nalder with help from our impressive global supporter team have
collaborated on a big picture map of the skills needed to dream up tomorrow.
FUTURE-U COMMUNITY > We are building a global support network for those helping with the transition,
and unpacking and discussing the Future Literacies Framework with meet-ups and online discussions.
FIRST ON MARS WORKSHOPS > These immersive incursions mix a sense of play with direct use of tech
like AR, VR, apps, Minecraft, space seeds, process drama and agile practices - all so that participants are
launched to Mars AND started on their mastery of the Future Literacies they will use thrive here on Earth.
SKILLS PORTAL > Opening to the public soon - a way for workshop participants to take their new skills and
plug them into an ongoing pathway that links them to future success with organisations like Space Nation
and BOP Industries.

SOLUTION:
4 MISSIONS:
FRAMEWORK > Created by Jonathan as a continually refined map and compilation of best practice around
the skills and ‘human intelligences’ needed for tomorrow.
Stands behind all of FutureWe’s work and is backed by our 70+ experts and advisors. FutureWe.org/flit

SOLUTION:
4 MISSIONS:
FUTURE-U COMMUNITY > Beginning in Queensland, the supporting community behind FutureWe features
Educators, entrepreneurs, scientists and Advance Queensland Digital Champions. It now has half it’s 180+
supporters in other countries - with interactions taking place face to face and across our social media, private
discussion spaces, blog and Edunauts podcast - all to support each other and refine the Future Literacies
framework.

SOLUTION:
4 MISSIONS:

FIRST ON MARS WORKSHOPS > These workshops make the Future Literacies real - they are how
Queenslanders in 10 schools, 5 libraries, 4 conferences, a government org and more have already begun
stretching their minds to master Creativity, Community, Thinking Skills, Project Delivery and Storytelling.
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SOLUTION:
4 MISSIONS:
SKILLS PORTAL > Starting a journey to mastering the Future Literacies via a First on Mars workshop is great — but
its only the beginning. Fulfilling our vision means also putting Queenslanders on a pathway to more learning.
Opening soon to the public, the portal will be developed to include blockchain credentials, and will introduce
learners and leaders directly to:
• Inspiring FutureWe and First on Mars content
• Training from partners such as Space Nation, BOP Industries, QASSP, Agile Direct and more
• Entrepreneur programs such as Gen[In] and Young Starters

MORE: FutureWe.org • contact@FutureWe.org

